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Preface and Background
On July 20, 2006, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission certified the North American
Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) as the Electric Reliability Organization (ERO) in the
United States, pursuant to Section 215 of the Federal Power Act. As the ERO, NERC may
delegate authority to Regional Entities to monitor and enforce NERC Reliability Standards.
NERC and the Regional Entities work to safeguard Bulk Power System (BPS) reliability
throughout North America.
Figure 1: Eight Regional Entities of North American BPS

As one of eight Regional Entities, SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC), located in Charlotte,
North Carolina, performs certain delegated functions from the ERO and is subject to oversight
from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). SERC promotes and monitors
compliance with mandatory Reliability Standards, assesses seasonal and long-term reliability,
monitors the BPS through system awareness, and educates and trains industry personnel.
The SERC Region includes all or portions of 16 states in the southeastern and central United
States and covers an area of approximately 560,000 square miles. SERC comprises of five
diverse RC Areas: Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) RC, subdivided as
MISO-North and MISO-South; Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) RC; Southeastern RC (SeRC);
VACAR South (VACS) RC; and PJM Interconnection, LLC (PJM) RC. SERC currently has 54
members, which include investor-owned systems, municipal, cooperative, state and federal
systems, Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs), Independent System Operators (ISOs),
independent power producers (IPPs), and power marketers. In the SERC Region, there are 23
Balancing Authorities and approximately 200 registered entities under the North American
Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) functional model.
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Figure 2: Five Sub-regions of SERC Regional Entity

Over the past decade, the North American region has seen the exponential growth of Variable
Energy Resource (VER) integration into the system. The penetration of VERs varies vastly by
regional entities. Some areas of the country currently have a high penetration of installed VER
generation in their footprint. The SERC Reliability Risk Team (RRT) and NERC Reliability
Issues Steering Committee (RISC) identified this high penetration of installed VER generation,
coupled with a changing resource mix, as a reliability risk to the bulk power system.
The SERC region has seen similar growth in VER integration, specifically in the wind and solar
installations. The Engineering Committee (EC) has acknowledged the complexity VER
integration poses to the industry and has formed the Variable Energy Resources Task Force
(VERTF) to assess SERC reliability considerations related to VER integration.

Executive Summary
The recent increase in VER activity, coupled with the challenges associated with rapidly
changing inverter-based technologies has resulted in the need to explore the potential reliability
considerations related to VER integration in the SERC region. As such, the SERC EC formed
the VERTF to identify and assess these considerations and make a recommendation on the
need for ongoing focus and communication on these (and future) considerations through a
working group to be formed in 2017.

2.1

Objectives of the SERC EC VERTF

The EC VERTF was tasked with identifying and assessing current reliability considerations
associated with VER integration within the SERC region. The primary objective is to inform and
educate on challenges and lessons that have been learned by members in the SERC region.
Ideally, this sharing of VER integration experiences will allow for smoother VER integration
going forward and continued long-term reliable operation of the transmission system.
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2.2

Purpose

The purpose of this white paper is to describe identified VER integration considerations with
enough detail to familiarize others with the potential issue(s). In addition, the EC VERTF tasks
included determining the need to expand on this paper by creating a new EC Variable Energy
Resource Working Group (VERWG) and identifying the issues and considerations that need
ongoing focus and attention. For purposes of this paper, the VERTF sorted the considerations
into three categories: planning, implementation, and operational considerations. The VERTF
also identified a focus item for each category and recommended it for continued analysis and
discussion by the VERWG.

2.3

Summary of Recommendations

The SERC region will continue to experience increased penetration levels of VERs for the
foreseeable future. As such, there is a need to continue identification, evaluation, and
communication of considerations that may be needed to ensure the sustained, successful
integration of these new resources. To that end, the SERC EC VERTF recommends the
following:


The EC should form a SERC EC VERWG.



The scope of the EC VERWG should include:


Annual data collection for trending and analysis on relevant VER integration
metrics for the SERC Region.



Continued evaluation, analysis, and communication of higher priority topics
as identified by the EC VERTF in this paper, including:
o

Effects of harmonics on the operation of the bulk power system
(Planning)

o

Model testing and validation (Implementation)

o

Load forecasting challenges (Operational)



Monitoring ongoing industry activities, including but not limited to the NERC
Distributed Energy Resources Task Force (DERTF). In addition, the EC
VERWG should incorporate, as appropriate, recommendations from the
DERTF and other industry groups into its work plan.



Monitoring other regions with high VER penetrations for lessons learned.



Sharing VER integration planning, implementation and operational
experiences.



Developing training as needed.
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Introduction
The recent increase of VERs within the SERC Region and across the country has sparked
discussion about considerations in respect to integrating VERs in the BPS. Due to changes in
the resource mix nationwide (i.e., increases in gas-fired generation, the retirement of coal and
nuclear generation, and the influx of large quantities of VERs), other industry activities have
focused primarily on interconnection-wide considerations. The SERC EC VERTF is focused on
more localized planning, implementation, and operational considerations needed to successfully
integrate VERs in the SERC Region.

Objectives
The objectives of this white paper are to:


Raise awareness within SERC of planning, implementation, and operational
considerations needed when integrating VERs (primarily non-synchronous, inverterbased technologies) on the BPS;



Provide high-level descriptions and examples, where applicable, to inform and
educate concerning ongoing and emerging VER integration considerations; and



Make a recommendation to the SERC EC on the need to create a Working Group
(VERWG) to provide ongoing focus on reliability considerations related to VER
integration and, if needed, to identify which topics should be given initial attention.

The SERC EC VERTF recognizes that VER integration, even within SERC, is varied in type,
location (distribution versus transmission), and penetration amount. While several participants
are experiencing higher penetration on distribution, for purposes of this paper, the focus will be
primarily on transmission connected non-synchronous resources. For ease of discussion, the
topics covered in this paper are separated into three categories: planning, implementation, and
operations. In addition, a section will briefly discuss emerging technologies and challenges in
accounting for the different operating characteristics of the predominant VERs within SERC (i.e.,
wind and solar).

Planning Considerations for Variable Energy Resources
Interconnection studies are the first opportunity to gauge the impacts of new resources on the
BPS. Ideally, processes should include all necessary studies and assessments to detect and
mitigate known issues and potential risks. In addition to single generator impacts, studies should
also ensure that other generators are modeled correctly since these can impact dispatch,
protection, and other local area parameters. The Planning Considerations section will identify
and discuss some of the more targeted interconnection studies for consideration when
integrating VERs on the BPS.

4.1

Modeling and Study Assumptions

It is important to distinguish between load and generation in the power system models to
capture the impacts of VERs on the voltage and frequency of the BPS. “Netting” the VERs with
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load makes it impossible to determine the contribution these resources make during steady
state and transient conditions. Typically, modelers represent smaller generators as the negative
load in regional dynamic models. While aggregating VERs of the same type at the point of
interconnection is typically acceptable, modelers should represent different types of the
resources (e.g. wind and solar) separately to capture the different responses to various system
events. In fact, it may be necessary to account for different manufacturers’ designs of similar
devices in the model, even if they are at the same interconnection point.
VER dispatch may vary significantly from season to season. For example, MISO area wind
generation is typically dispatched at 20% of its nameplate capacity in a summer peak model
versus 90% in an off-peak model. Also, solar generation will vary drastically between day and
evening time periods. Therefore, it is important to consider the impacts of varying levels of
VERs dispatch.
From a dynamic modeling perspective, the industry discourages the use of vendor specific or
“black box” models because the internal code is proprietary and often beyond the scrutiny of the
users. These models may be inefficient, inaccurate, incomplete, and unreliable, resulting in
additional time spent resolving initial condition and non-convergence issues. Use of vendorspecific models also limits analysis flexibility as they are often written for only one software
platform. It is best to use standard library software models.
Generic wind and solar generator models are widely available in several industry publications1
and forums. Many of these generic models have been incorporated in the standard libraries of
commercial power system analysis software. These generic models provide a reasonable
representation of many vendors’ “black box” models; there are also several publications that
discuss how to create aggregated and equivalent models for system analysis. For example, the
modeler can represent a typical wind farm by a radial transmission line, distribution transformer,
equalized collector system, aggregated generator, and GSU model.

4.2

Harmonics

Studying the impacts of harmonics on the bulk power system is not new or unique to nonsynchronous resources. In fact, many electrical devices (non-linear loads) can generate
harmonic currents, and consequently, affect the system voltage. The industry studies, manages,
and mitigates these harmonics because of the potential they have to cause problems such as
telecommunication interference, increased thermal heating on transformers and rotating
machinery, and misoperation of protective relays and user equipment.2
Similar to these non-linear loads, inverter-based Variable Energy Resources (VERs) can also
introduce harmonic distortion into the system. That is, the harmonic currents injected by the
inverter-based VER will also cause distortion in the AC voltage. Severe harmonic distortion

1

NERC White Paper- Proposal for Use of Standardized Component Models in Powerflow and Dynamics
Cases
2

IEEE Recommended Practice and Requirements for Harmonic Control in Electric Power Systems," in
IEEE Std 519-2014 (Revision of IEEE Std 519-1992) , vol., no., pp.1-29, June 11 2014
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levels can occur if the harmonic currents injected by the VER excite the resonant frequency of
the power system. This is particularly important in networked power systems with large amounts
of un-filtered shunt compensation (i.e., shunt capacitor banks). In addition, if the location of the
VER generation is electrically adjacent to synchronous generators, consideration is given to
harmonic components flowing in the stator of the synchronous generators. The harmonics
generated by the inverter-based VER can lead to potentially damaging rotor heating. Note that,
IEEE Standard C50.13-20143 and IEEE Standard C50.12-20054 specify harmonic current
withstand capabilities for cylindrical-rotor and salient-pole synchronous generators, respectively.
Due to the variability of experience and expertise related to harmonic studies, the SERC EC
VERTF believes that additional explanation and education regarding the effects of harmonics on
the BPS would be beneficial to SERC members. The task force also recommends that subject
matter experts (SMEs) be asked to participate in the 2017 SERC EC VER Working Group to
further explore this topic.

4.3

Protection and Control (P&C)

For transmission-connected VERs, the protection considerations can be divided into
transmission line terminal considerations and generator site considerations.

4.3.1

Transmission Line Terminal Considerations

A complete assessment of the P&C implications of a proposed VER site has to include
consideration of issues at both the generation interconnection site and at the transmission line
terminal ends. If the proposal is to tap a new VER source to an existing line, that site should be
studied by P&C engineers to determine how this generation affects the protection at the line
terminal ends. Possible issues include:


The infeed caused by the generation can prohibit the distance protection elements
from reliably covering the line. It may be hard to adjust protection reach since the
amount needed to correct for the infeed would vary with the output of the VER.



The choice of step-up transformer at the VER site could significantly affect ground
protection at the end terminals, particularly by windings of the transformer that have
ground connections. For example, a transformer with its ground on the high side will
provide a ground fault current source during faults that could keep ground elements
at the line terminal ends from operating. A delta connection on the high side will
lessen these effects. However, if the utility uses a delta connection, it will need to

3

IEEE Standard for Cylindrical-Rotor 50 Hz and 60 Hz Synchronous Generators Rated 10 MVA and
Above," in IEEE Standard C50.13-2014 (Revision of IEEE Standard C50.13-2005) , vol., no., pp.1-63,
May 9 2014
4

IEEE Standard for Salient-Pole 50 Hz and 60 Hz Synchronous Generators and Generator/Motors for
Hydraulic Turbine Applications Rated 5 MVA and Above," in IEEE Standard C50.12-2005 (Previously
designated as ANSI C50.12-1982) , vol., no., pp.1-45, Feb. 15 2006
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consider what other protection may be needed at the site to ensure the VER is
disconnected from the system for transmission line faults; otherwise, an ungrounded
system could be created by the line terminal ends being tripped but the VER still
being connected to the line. Ground connections on both sides of the transformer
may allow ground fault current on the low side to be seen by transmission line
terminal relaying.


4.3.2

If the above considerations show the transmission line protection is adversely
affected and corrections cannot be made, the utility will have to consider different
interconnection configurations to the VER site (e.g., folding the transmission line into
a station or using a dedicated line to the site).

Generator Site Considerations

Most Protection and Control (P&C) designs at the generator site pertain to either anti-islanding
or to ensuring that the generation doesn’t cause adverse conditions (to voltage, frequency, etc.)
on the transmission system. For all of these issues, the utility should consider how much
ownership of the protection systems it requires and whether to accept protection provided by the
site owner. If the owner of the generation site is allowed to provide any protection needed for
the transmission system, the transmission provider should review and monitor this protection
closely.
1.

Anti-Islanding Protection Addressing Faults and Transmission Outages
When planning for anti-islanding protection, the BPS owner must evaluate the
options available for protection. One consideration is whether the island (caused
by the disconnection of the transmission system) is unbalanced enough to rely on
sensing devices at the generator site. Typically, utilities have a factor (minimum
load to maximum generation) that they monitor before considering the imbalance
sufficient to trigger an operation (e.g., the minimum load on the rest of the line is at
least twice the unit generation).
If protection at the VER site does not meet the BPS owner’s criteria, the BPS
owner should strongly consider a way of tripping the site from the remote
transmission terminals. If protection at the VER site does seem feasible, the
transmission owner can still determine what combination of local (at the VER site),
and remote (via transfer trip) protection is required to ensure disconnection from
the system. If local protection is an option, that resident in the VER owner’s
equipment could be considered as available protection.
Figure 3 shows the basic version of this evaluation process.
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Figure 3: Evaluation Process for Anti-Islanding Protection

The following information provides further explanation of protection options:
A.

Transfer trip: Sending a transfer trip signal from the transmission substation
to an interrupting device at the generator site ensures that the generation is
taken off-line for a transmission line fault or outage. This scheme is highly
reliable since the transmission terminal (with a complete set of line protection
elements) is actively engaged. However, it does require a reliable
communications system to send the trip. This system must be monitored and
have adequate backup. If no backup is available, the generator may trip on
an associated communications failure.

B.

Generator islanding with utility protection at the generator site: Protection can
be used at the generator site for detecting abnormal values in voltage or
frequency, indicating a lost connection to the transmission system. This
generation site-based protection is typically less expensive, utilizing a
communication system for protection. However, it may require intentional
time delays to avoid misoperations. Also, there could be conditions where the
transmission native load and the generator are fairly matched, which would
cause minimal abnormal values and may make it hard for the local relaying to
detect the islanding. Protective elements at the site can be used in
conjunction with other strategies, such as transfer trip, to protect for the
drawbacks of each protection method.

C.

Reliance on the generator’s protection to trip for islanding conditions: There
are settings that the BPS owner can implement in the generator’s protection
systems to trip for disconnection from the transmission system. As was stated
in the beginning of this section, the transmission provider has to consider
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whether it is acceptable to account for these capabilities in their protection
strategy (such as being a backup to transfer trip), considering both reliability
of the system and safety of personnel and customers.
2.

Protection for abnormal conditions: Utilities may choose to utilize relays on site to
protect the system from the generator causing abnormal operating conditions.
These could include under- or over-voltage, under- or over-frequency, or more
sophisticated elements, such as rate-of-change functions.

3.

3V0 protection: This protection is a specific element that may possibly be used to
detect an islanded system during a fault when the step-up transformer is delta on
the transmission side. As was described earlier, with a delta connection on the
step-up transformer on the transmission side, if there is a single line to ground fault
on the transmission system, and the breakers at the line terminal ends operate for
the fault but the generator site breaker does not, the generator could then be
supplying the fault, but on what is then an ungrounded system. Therefore, the flow
of fault current on the transmission would be negligible, but there would be an
imbalance in the voltages. A potential transformer monitoring a broken-delta
connection can detect this condition and help provide local generator-site
protection.

It is important to note that, in general, inverter-based generation does not provide a significant
amount of fault current detection. Typical values range from near identical to normal current, to
at most two times the normal current. The BPS owner should consider this fact in the design of
any P&C systems.
Transmission P&C personnel should understand these issues and consider them for each
scenario encountered. Many of the considerations impact the designs specified by the utility for
the interconnection of the VER (such as the tapping of a line or the direct feed from a station).
Planning and P&C personnel must jointly consider the requirements of each group.
IEEE 15475 – IEEE Standard 1547 for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric
Power Systems is the reference quoted frequently in discussions concerning protection
considerations for Variable Energy Resource sites, particularly on the distribution level. When
considering transmission-connected VERs, utilities have extra considerations based on system
topology, standard protection schemes, etc. However, IEEE 1547 remains as a base resource
in defining the issues and concepts concerning VER equipment.

4.4

System Strength

As discussed in the Voltage Support section of the NERC Essential Reliability Services Task
Force Framework Report Measure 10: System Voltage and Reactive Strength Performance, a
lower short circuit ratio (SCR) can identify a weaker area of the system and require more

IEEE 1547 – IEEE Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems
(Currently under review for update)
5
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detailed review and modeling for local area reliability assessments. Conventionally, SCR is
defined as the ratio of the short circuit capacity (at the bus where the device is located), to the
megawatt rating of the device. Based on this definition, SCR is represented by:
𝑆𝐶𝑅 =

SSCMVA
PRMW

Where SSCMVA is the short circuit capacity at the bus before the connection of the device and
PRMW is the rated megawatt value of the device to be connected.6
As experienced with recent non-synchronous, inverter-based generator installations within the
SERC Region, inverters are typically shipped from the factory with default control settings.
Weaker areas of the transmission system (i.e. areas with lower SCRs) can provide an indication
of the susceptibility of these controls for other issues, including meeting or holding voltage
schedule (or fixed power factor), addressing flicker, transformer energization issues (voltage
dips), and improper reactive support at installations less than100kV. Providing the SCR to the
developer during the study process (for normal and abnormal conditions) will allow them to
program the inverters in order to minimize this susceptibility.

4.5

Grid Support (Reactive Power Requirements)

In June 2016, FERC issued a final ruling (Order No. 827) on reactive power requirements for a
non-synchronous generation. The ruling removed the exemption of wind generators from
providing reactive power support to the grid. It also changed the measurement point for required
reactive power capability from the point of interconnection (POI) to the high side of the
generator bus.
Depending on the length of the tie-line, the change in measurement point could translate into a
decrease in reactive power available to the system as it is lost in the tie line between the
generator high side bus and the point of interconnection. The longer the tie line, the less
reactive power is injected at the POI. This reliability impact is further aggravated as VER
penetration increases.
The FERC ruling indicates that the reactive power provided by VERs should be dynamic in
nature. However, dynamic voltage response is relatively subjective. The FERC ruling mentions
that static capacitors can be used in combination with the inverter’s inherent dynamic reactive
power capability, but it does not specify how quickly or to what degree a resource would
respond to a change in voltage. Because of the lack of definition clarity, step voltage changes
should be considered during the study and implementation phase.

6

NERC Essential Reliability Services Task Force: Measures Framework Report (pg. 20)
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4.6

Stability

As VER penetration levels increase, traditional generation is displaced, reducing the dynamic
support available to the system. Advanced smart inverters have the capability of mimicking
traditional generation by “riding through” and injecting VARs rather than MWs during fault
conditions. This property, if enabled, allows for a faster voltage recovery and a better stability
outcome when a fault occurs nearby the inverter-based generator. Note that even though
inverter capabilities allow for these features, their controls implementation may not provide
response in the order of cycles due to signal communication latency from the Power Plant
Controller (PPC) or lack of a rate-of-change step response logic block in addition to the steadystate voltage controls. Planners need to account for these differences in coordinated
implementation at each site; the models for the associated impact studies should accurately
reflect the dynamic response caused by the control scheme for both the facility’s inverters and
PPC.
While in many cases beneficial, this grid support mode can present challenges requiring
additional study and communication with the generator. For example, ride through can be either
“active” or “passive”. During the active ride through, the generator would provide VARs to the
system while ceasing real power output. Conversely, passive ride through means the generator
stays connected but ceases to produce real or reactive power during the fault condition. Since
the definition of a ride through can vary, it is important that the connecting utility describes the
behavior expected of the generator during fault conditions so that it can be programmed to
behave accordingly. Additionally, the utility should consider possible power swings caused by
the fast ramp up of real power output following the fault. Additional study and operational ramp
rate limits may be needed in order to avoid adverse system impacts following an event.

4.7

Planning Considerations - Recommendation

Due to the variability of experience related to harmonic studies, the SERC EC VERTF believes
that additional explanation and education would be beneficial to SERC members. The VERTF
recommends that subject matter experts (SMEs) be asked to participate in the SERC EC
VERWG to further explore this topic.

Implementation Considerations for Variable Energy Resources
The implementation phase of a VER project has been shown to be an important time for both
planning and operational personnel. These projects create some special considerations due to
the rapidly changing technology being used in this realm of the power industry. Implementation
has become a time to verify both the nameplate data and settings of the equipment and the
logic, setup, and correct operation of the VER system.

5.1

Study versus As-Built Data

As part of the interconnection study process, interconnection requestors (such as those
planning to build VERs) are required to submit configuration data, nameplate information, and
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other operational specifications so that the planning studies can accurately depict the responses
of the generator and its effect on the system. Even if this data is vetted carefully, the equipment
and settings can vary significantly by installation time. The cause of this variation can include
changes in site ownership, discontinued equipment, new equipment models, and choices made
at installation process without consideration of impacts. Multiple changes in equipment also
represents rework for those modeling the system.
While such changes are common, it is important for a utility to adequately verify and address
impacted study parameters. Also, utilities should make sure that the possible ramifications for
changes are reflected in appropriate process documentation.

5.2

Final Model and Data Validation

It is very important for utilities to end up with an accurate model of the VER and its associated
equipment. At a minimum, the following information should be verified for the VER site:


Step-Up Transformer winding configuration (delta-wye, wye-delta, etc.)



Step-Up Transformer nameplate data



Facility single-lines and AC/DC elementary prints



Lower voltage transformer and inverter configuration (number and grouping of
inverters, transformer nameplates, and winding configurations, etc.)



Inverter types and models (in order to look up specification data)



Any nameplate or other data on the inverters



Collector system configuration for wind generation

Personnel performing inspections should have the expertise to collect all the relevant data for
planning purposes. If the inverter is different than that submitted to study, the VER owner should
provide the associated modeling files for steady-state and dynamic modeling. Validations need
to be performed as early as possible to minimize study rework caused by changes.
The utility should also take care to ensure that they incorporate updates received from the field
into the final models used each year in all applicable transmission studies.

5.3

Commissioning Testing

With inverter-based resource technology, the operation and response of the units is based on
settings and logic rather than actual machine characteristics. Therefore, it is advisable that the
interconnecting utility is sure that the VER systems are configured per negotiated operational
characteristics (e.g., voltage regulation, ride through, set power factor or correction, islanding
protection, etc.). This verification can be VER owner testing data provided to the utility or the
utility actually witnessing the testing (particularly at the distribution level). Whether the testing is
witnessed or reviewed in test reports, the SERC EC VERTF encourages utilities to consider
creating a list of required tests to be performed by the VER owner. These tests should focus on
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the operation of the VER system in relation to its impact on the bulk power system. Possible
tests could include (but are not limited to):


Disconnect tests (three-phase or single phase): These tests ensure that the
generator is operating the interrupting device at the interconnection if it detects a
single phase or all phases disconnecting from the transmission system.



Control tests: These tests ensure that the inverters are operating per agreed-upon
control modes, e.g. attempting to control the voltage (versus continuously
maintaining a power factor).



Time delay on start-up: When the generator is disconnected from the transmission
system for a system disturbance, there should be a time delay (for example, 5
minutes) before re-connecting.

If the utility uses power quality meters, the utility should consider gathering baseline data during
the Implementation phase of the installation. If witness testing is used, utilities should consider
trying to make sure the personnel sent to witness the testing are well-versed in the types of
testing to be performed and the appropriate responses.
It should be noted that even if these values are assiduously validated, witnessed, and
documented upon installation, anything that is based on settings or logic could be purposefully
or inadvertently manipulated at a later date (such as during firmware/software updates or during
maintenance testing) to cause the VER to behave differently. An ongoing dialogue and periodic
updates between the generator owner and the utility can help to lessen the probability of any
such lapses.

5.4

Implementation Considerations – Recommendation

As VER penetration levels increase, the importance of accurate generator models and
performance characteristics will become even more important in planning and operational
studies. As such, the EC VERTF recommends that the EC VERWG put additional focus on
generator model testing and validation in order to ensure the system is accurately represented
in future interconnection, planning, and operational studies.

Operational Considerations for Variable Energy Resources7
Variable Energy Resources (VER), being a subset of Distributed Energy Resources (DER),
provide significant operational challenges for the industry as the penetration of these resources
grows. The primary reason for this challenge is that the power industry spent half a century
transitioning from a distributed, multi-islanded system to a centrally- coordinated, largely
interconnected one, only to have to rapidly change back almost overnight. Until now, all of the

7

Data examples and graphics provided within this section represent actual operational data from the
Duke Energy Progress (DEP) BA and TOP.
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planning and accountancy systems employed by operational entities manage centrally
dispatched, and normally non-variable resources.
As operations personnel continue to integrate VERs, they must carefully analyze the full scope
of impact to this transition and the proper course of action for making the transition. These
considerations will traverse the following operational areas:


Infrastructure



Generation Commitment and Balancing



Network Analysis and Planning



NERC Reporting Measures

Each of these have their own set of prerequisites and implementations, but they also have
interdependencies. The fundamental starting point for each of these areas is in the visibility of
the resources. This visibility comes in the form of real-time telemetry and energy metering, both
of which are extremely important in each of the aforementioned operational areas as the
population of VERs grows.

6.1

Infrastructure

Metering in this context defines the energy accumulation of the respective sites’ output. Energy
metering of all resources is a required component for energy accountancy within most billing
systems, including net metered systems, month-total energy, bidirectional hourly energy, and
hourly gross energy. Because System Operations and Planning bases its processes (e.g.
studies, accounting, wholesale billing) on hourly load calculations and forecasting, it requires
some level of hourly-granular energy accumulation for the resources within the Balancing
Authority Area. This does not mean that every connected resource requires an hourly-granular
energy meter, but that System Operations and Planning should consider, based on total
penetration levels by capacity range, which resources do require this additional level of
accountancy and visibility. Inadequate consideration of this makes other processes
unmanageable.
Telemetry constitutes the second fundamental requirement and defines both after-the-fact
energy data and the real-time active or reactive power output of the facilities. While having the
metering defined above is important, the System Operations process needs this data in a more
timely fashion than is generally required by billing organizations. This means that data from
those same hourly-granular energy meters must be telemetered back to the energy accounting
system used by System Operations and Planning to seed other functions (e.g. Load
Forecasting, and Unit Commitment). This can either be on an individual resource basis or in
system aggregate, depending on the desired level of granularity. SERC VERTF recommends
accounting for the energy from VERs in groups, based on the correlation of their overall
generation profile (i.e., group solar resources with other solar, and wind resources with other
wind).
Real-time active or reactive power telemetry presents more of a challenge for System
Operations as it generally requires a higher scan rate. This becomes even more complex when
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the VERs are remotely distributed with a limited telecommunications presence. When
telemetering VERs, it is not necessary to apply the same scan rate requirements as are typically
applied to conventional, dispatch-capable resources. As a result, the utility can deploy
alternative communication infrastructure, such as wireless cellular or third-party channels.

6.2

Generation Commitment and Balancing

One of the key inputs to the generation commitment and balancing processes is the system
load forecast. In order to provide an accurate load forecast, the process requires accurate data.
System load used for generation commitment and balancing is calculated indirectly by totaling
all metered generation less the net interchange and represented using the following formula:
𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 = ∑ 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 − 𝑁𝐼𝐴
Any non-metered generation will result in a reduced calculated load value that is now
multivariate, with the first variable being the actual system demand internal to the respective
Balancing Authority Area, and the second being the amount of non-metered generation. This
can be seen in Figure 4 Error! Reference source not found..
Figure 4: Load Calculation Example
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The orange “Actual Load’ line at the top of the curve represents the actual load calculation with
the non-telemetered VER energy included. The yellow and orange regions represent the
distribution and transmission connected solar penetrations respectively.
These calculations are done both in real-time Energy Management Systems using the current
active power data available, and within after-the-fact Energy Accounting Systems using
validated energy meter data. The after-the-fact hourly-granular load data is fed to a forecasting
application to generate the desired load forecast suitable to be used in a unit commitment
process. In order to produce an accurate load forecast, the hourly-granular load data should be
closely representative of the system’s actual demand and losses. Removing influence from
penetrations of non-telemetered resources will improve the correlation of the forecast to the
actual load calculation that will then be fed back into the process. This cycle can be seen in
Error! Reference source not found. Error! Reference source not found..
To account for VERs within this process, they must be forecasted separately and then included
as a fixed resource energy profile before running the commitment model to determine the
Figure 5: Resource Commitment Cycle

dispatch of the remaining resources. The forecast for these resources requires historical energy
data and historical or forecasted influence factors (irradiance), which is why the hourly-granular
energy data is required for a meaningful subset of resources. The VER forecast is important in
helping maintain the right balance of resources to meet both the capacity requirements and
operational reserve requirements of the Balancing Authority Area being balanced. Figure 6
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reinforces why the monthly energy volatility of distributed solar resources is important in meeting
capacity requirements of a system.
Figure 6: Monthly Energy Volatility Profile

Because of the variability of VERs, the model must account for maintaining additional
operational reserves (contingency and regulating) to meet the real-time balancing requirements.
Additional requirements will also be another input to the commitment analysis process and
should be based on the calculated statistical active power volatility of the resources experienced
in real-time. This analysis should vary based on expected weather patterns for the forecasted
days, such as partly clouded versus mostly sunny, or light winds versus wind gusts. This
volatility can be seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8, along with the 1 and 10 minute volatility
calculated on the 7-day average.
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Figure 7: Late Spring Volatility
1-Min Volatility
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StdDev
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Figure 8: Late Summer Volatility
1-Min Volatility
Max
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0.1
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In accounting for additional operating reserve requirements, the resource commitment profile
should provide the correct resource mix to support those requirements. Additional changes to
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the commitment process may be required to incorporate reserve margins, as it may be more
economical to commit more expensive resources that have lower minimums when giving priority
to reserve provisions.
Another important consideration in the commitment and balancing area involves managing
system emergency events. This encompasses both load reduction (manual and automatic), and
system restoration plans. Implementation of these plans is complex enough with centrallydispatched resources without adding considerations for VERs spread throughout the network.
Load reduction plans utilize both fast responding relays that trip interrupting devices beyond a
defined frequency deviation and manual load management procedures. These plans tend to
implement a fixed load amount as being obtainable, or available to System Operations
personnel and is usually determined under peak load conditions (summer or winter). As VER
penetrations increase behind the load interrupting devices, the volume of relief obtained will
decrease for both the manual and automatic load reduction schemes, thus reducing the full
impact those plans provide holistically. For instances where the VERs now result in net
generation into the transmission network, you could even be making the frequency or balancing
emergencies worse when implementing these plans. When restoring the load, either after the
emergency has passed or when implementing rolling outages, the VERs may not be restored
immediately, causing a larger net load pickup than anticipated and potentially creating a second
emergent issue.
For system restoration plans, balancing the system is done from both a resource and a load
management perspective. The System Operator is trying to commit resources that will be
needed when they restore loads. Load restoration is typically done on a by-feeder basis where
entire feeders are energized, which will also energize VERs connected to those feeders. If their
restoration is not incorporated into the overall plan, they could collapse islanded pockets of
generation and load, making it very difficult to accomplish the restoration process. It becomes
even more complicated if System Operators do not know that the VERs are there or why their
island collapsed.

6.3

Network Analysis and Planning

Network analysis applications, either online or offline, have some of the same dependencies as
unit commitment and economic dispatch applications, such as a load target, generation dispatch
profile, and projected interchange. They also require granularity around network topology and
load distribution profiles in order to accurately determine power flow conditions. The following is
a list of some of the available network analysis applications used within System Operations:


State Estimation



Real-Time or Study Network Power Flow



Real-Time or Study Contingency Analysis

State Estimation applications exist to statistically validate or fill in the gaps in available SCADA
data by providing a complete set of error-minimized data that is required to run a power flow
application. They additionally provide SCADA data validation to help identify metering issues,
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along with a replacement value that can be used for situational awareness. Because state
estimators use statistics such as standard deviations of a value, they contain a sort of memory.
If VERs cause a SCADA value to vary too wildly, it can result in the estimation process flagging
a SCADA value as anomalous, and thus ignore it in lieu of a more stable state estimated value
that may or may not represent the current state of the system. This can propagate to the power
flow and contingency analysis applications, both real-time and study, that then causes
inaccurate network analysis. Additionally, if the network model limits active power at load buses
from flowing into the network, it can throw off the statistical error analysis and either distribute
the error elsewhere based on defined weighted tolerances, or abort the process if it cannot be
distributed effectively.
The top-level load in a power flow application represents the sum of all the injections at load
buses (PQ buses) and does not include transmission losses. Transmission losses are
calculated separately using the power flow results. If behind-the-meter VERs influence these
load bus injections, then they will not scale with the top-level load values based on the defined
participation or distribution factors. Most factors are determined from peak load cases that may
or may not be influenced by VERs. This makes the determination of the resultant injections
within a network power flow study program a multivariate consideration. To solve this, the
impact from VERs must be decoupled from the load bus injections (Error! Reference source
ot found.) with both the load and the aggregate resource being scaled independently.
Figure 9: Decoupling Resources at Load Buses in a Power Flow

Vs.
22 MW
2 MVAR

15 MW
0 MVAR

37 MW
2 MVAR

By decoupling these resources, more accurate load bus injection distribution factors can be
derived from peak snapshot cases, and the VER impacts on the transmission network can be
accurately analyzed during different output conditions. The resources can then be scaled
independent of load individually as one would scale other connected resources, or as block
dispatch groups on either a regional or system-level basis. This will provide better granularity in
how the network is analyzed.

6.4

Operational Considerations – Recommendation

As detailed above, increased VER penetration will add complexity to the various operational
issues faced by the industry. As such, the EC VERTF recommends that with emphasis on
operation, the recommended VERWG should focus on load and generation forecasting
challenges.
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Other Technologies and Related Considerations
The previous discussions focused on three separate areas that affect the integration of VERs
into the bulk power system: planning, implementation, and operation. This section discusses
other aspects of VERs integration, which address some of the issues for future considerations.

7.1

Offshore Wind Development

There is little offshore wind development in the SERC Region. Although PJM has had 23
Offshore Wind study requests, only two projects have completed the study process and
executed Interconnection Agreements. Two other projects are currently going through the study
process. All other projects are inactive in PJM’s queue process. There are no other active
offshore projects in the SERC Region. As the demand for offshore wind grows, so will the
understanding on issues faced by their integration.

7.2

Energy Storage

Batteries as energy storage is an emerging technology which does not have much penetration.
For example, PJM has a small amount of batteries used for the regulation market. Battery
energy storage is expected to have a significant rise in demand in the future due to
advancement in technology and increased renewable portfolios. Energy storage can play a
significant role in reliably integrating the renewable into the bulk power system.

7.3

VER Variability

The goal of the analysis is to ensure that new generation resources can connect to the electric
system and be deliverable. For VER it would be onerous to study these resources in a summer
peak model with 100% deliverability. PJM’s experience dealing with the variability of VER is
detailed below.
PJM initially did not consider wind generation as a resource for the Capacity market, and
studied to have re-dispatch as the solution to operational restrictions. This situation has evolved
over time with the Capacity moved to 20% and then back down to 13%. PJM will study and
grant a greater Capacity if the prospective generator supplies models or operational data
supporting a greater output over the summer months in the afternoon hours. PJM is currently
studying an offshore wind project at 25% Capacity. For solar generators, PJM has been
granting 38% Capacity based on the performance of some fixed mount installations. Projects
planning to use tracking systems, solar panel overbuild, or both have provided models to
support analysis up to about 70% Capacity.
PJM’s operational experience with wind generators is that during off-peak times the wind
generator is able to produce an output closer to their nameplate rating. Restrictions occurred
because wind generators are often clustered in remote areas with more limited transmission
infrastructure. This, in part, led to Light Load Analysis to determine if network upgrades were
required to ensure generator deliverability during these times. Light load analysis tests the
ability of an electrical area to export generation resources to the remainder of PJM during light
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load conditions. PJM chose the base model set at 50% of 50/50 summer peak demand level as
being representative of an average light load condition. The system generating capability
modeling assumption for this analysis is that the generation modeled reflects generation by fuel
class that historically operates during the light load demand level. This test ensures that
generation capability, including renewable generation capability that typically operates at light
load, such as the wind, pumped hydro, or other emerging storage technologies are not "bottled"
from a reliability perspective. For this analysis, wind generators are dispatched at 40% of their
nameplate capability. Solar generation is not dispatched—turned on in the case—in the Light
Load Analysis. (Each model used for analysis is set up to attempt to mimic expected system
conditions. If the model is too conservative, then unnecessary system reinforcements will be
required. If the model is not accurate, then generation may be built only to find out that they are
not able to generate due to system conditions.)
PJM also has a winter reliability analysis to ensure that the Transmission System is capable of
delivering the system generating capacity at winter peak. PJM chose the 50/50 winter peak
demand level as being representative of a typical winter peak condition. The power flow case
used for system reliability analysis is also used for the baseline analysis, with adjustments to
the model for the winter peak demand level, winter peak load profile, winter ratings (50F rating),
interchange, and accompanying generation dispatch. The generation dispatch, in this case, is
solar at 5% and wind at 33% of their nameplate capability.

Recommendations
The SERC Region will continue to experience increased penetration levels of VERs for the
foreseeable future. As such, there is a need to continue identification, evaluation, and
communication of considerations that may be needed to ensure the sustained, successful
integration of these new resources. To that end, the SERC EC VERTF recommends the
following:


The EC should form a SERC EC VERWG.



The scope of the EC VERWG should include:


Annual data collection for trending and analysis on relevant VER integration
metrics for the SERC Region



Continued evaluation, analysis, and communication of higher priority topics
as identified by the EC VERTF in this paper, including:



o

Effects of harmonics on the operation of the bulk power system
(Planning)

o

Model testing and validation (Implementation)

o

Load forecasting challenges (Operational)

Monitoring of ongoing industry activities, including but not limited to the
Distributed Energy Resources Task Force (DERTF). In addition, the EC
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VERWG should incorporate, as appropriate, recommendations from the
DERTF and other industry groups into its work plan.


Monitoring of other regions with high VER penetrations for lessons learned.



Sharing VER integration planning, implementation, and operational
experiences.



Developing training as needed.
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